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This story begins with a retro 
sport as much as a retro game. 
They’re on the way out now, but 
my dad would regularly haul a 

younger me and a friend out to a dry ski slope. In 
retrospect I can see the benefit: bashing us up and 
down that savage side, with all of the wind and 
the cold and the damp but none of the snow for a 
soft landing… It certainly had a clarifying effect on 
developing our technique!

Assuming that we didn’t flense our skin off our 
faces with a tumble on that wire-brush hillside,  
my dad would reward our good performance  
with a service-station Burger King on the way 
home, and what was even more appealing than 
warming up with a piping-hot Whopper was the 
station’s rank of arcade machines – and that’s 
something you never see today either, with slots 
ousting them everywhere. The brightness of the 
arcade was a revitalising surge after being battered 

and bruised in the turgid winter evening gloom 
of the dry ski slope, and Alien 3: The Gun was the 
stunning chief fixture.

Alien 3 went leagues beyond the other shoot-
‘em-ups that I had been exposed to at the time, 
such as Lethal Enforcers and its flat, interminable, 
cardboard cut-out shooting gallery. The cabinet 
impressed on approach with its awesomely 
solid and weighty weapons – a stark contrast to 
the flaccid pastel pink and blue of other arcade 
guns. The game itself only piled up feat upon 
achievement upon triumph. It had depth; it had 
colour. You weren’t limited to having a weedy 
little pinprick on the screen to mark your shot; you 
could drench the entire screen in an immolating 
conflagration. Enemies didn’t just flicker and vanish 
when shot – the xenomorphs would thrash, and 
screech, and erupt, and keep coming! My friend 
and I desperately hosed them with relentless fire, 
trying to pin them in place with bullet streams, but 
they flailed around them – spraying blood and body 
parts even as they crashed forward into a collision. 
It was terrifying. It was glorious.

Alien 3: The Gun
FaithFul to the Film? Who cares?
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